Abstract-In this paper, a new adaptive spline activation function neural network (ASNN) is presented. Due to the ASNN's high representation capabilities, networks with a small number of interconnections can be trained to solve both pattern recognition and data processing real-time problems. The main idea is to use a Catmull-Rom cubic spline as the neuron's activation function, which ensures a simple structure suitable for both software and hardware implementation. Experimental results demonstrate improvements in terms of generalization capability and of learning speed in both pattern recognition and data processing tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N both hardware and software neural network (NN) implementations, the complexity, both structural, in terms of interconnections, and computational, in terms of the number of multiplications, is a bottleneck for many real-time applications. However, it is known that under certain regularity conditions, the NN representation capabilities depend on the number of free parameters, whatever the structure of the network [14] . Hence, adaptable activation functions can reduce the number of interconnections and therefore the overall network complexity, since they now contain free parameters. In digital NN implementation, the computational complexity of the forward phase can be further reduced when the activation function is implemented through a lookup table (LUT) [15] . The LUT access time is obviously independent from the function shape.
The classical neuron model, proposed by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 [1] , is composed of a linear combiner followed by a nonlinear function (activation function) with hard-limiting characteristics. More recently, in order to develop gradientbased learning algorithms, such hard-limiters are substituted with nonlinear differentiable functions [2] . It is well known that the network behavior, as that shown by the multilayer perceptron (MLP), greatly depends on the shape of these activation functions. Sigmoidal functions are the most common in NN applications [2] , [3] , however, other kinds of functions, at times depending on some free parameters, are used to improve the NN's representation capabilities.
In [4] , the authors proposed a MLP with adaptive-slope sigmoidal activation function. In [5] , a more general approach is put forward: an adaptive generalized hyperbolic tangent function with two free parameters, the slope and the saturation level (or gain), is suggested. Moreover, NN's universal approximation capabilities are guaranteed for a large class of activation functions [6] - [8] and the behavior of different classes of activation functions have been studied in depth by several authors [7] - [12] .
In [16] , the authors proposed a class of NN's, based on adaptive polynomial activation functions, called adaptive polynomial NN (APNN). They demonstrated that such networks have similar behavior to the conventional Volterra's polynomial classificators or filters. As some of the free parameters are now related to the polynomial activation functions, the APNN can be used to obtain networks with reduced structural complexity. Although extremely efficient for a large class of applications, the APNN's are not universal approximators [11] . Furthermore, during the learning phase, APNN could have problems due to local minima and, in the case of high-degree polynomials, numerical instability could arise (often due to the presence of high narrow peaks in the polynomial functions).
In [17] a different approach to obtain an adaptive activation function for digital NN's was proposed. Here, the activation function itself is realized by the LUT, and the derivatives, needed by any gradient-based learning algorithm, are computed as a numerical approximation by finite differences. The LUT adaptation algorithm can be implemented very efficiently in hardware. The experiments reported in [17] , using the adaptable LUT neural networks (ALNN's), show that some canonical problems can be solved, notably reducing the network dimensions. For example, it is possible to learn and solve the classical multibit parity problem with only one neuron. The ALNN's, however, present a large number of adaptable parameters; in fact, each LUT element represents a free parameter. As a consequence, the learning phase can be difficult. Moreover, when the network is used to solve a data processing problem (e.g., signal processing, dynamical systems identification, etc.) the quantized characteristics of the activation function can reduce the network performance.
In [24] , an approach based on Hermite polynomials as substitutes for the so-called super-smoother in the projection pursuit learning (PPL) is proposed. Although the authors present a constructive learning algorithm, while in this paper we retain classical gradient-based learning, we notice a good agreement with PPL because of the relevance given to adaptive activation functions as sources of parsimony in terms of hidden units.
The main idea of this paper is to present a new architecture based on adaptive spline activation functions. These adaptive spline-based NN's (ASNN's) are designed using a neuron, called generalized sigmoidal (GS-neuron), containing an adaptive parametric spline activation function. The basic network scheme is therefore very similar to classical MLP structures [3] , but with improved nonlinear adaptive activation functions.
These functions have several interesting features: they 1) are easy to adapt; 2) retain the squashing property of the sigmoid; 3) have the necessary smoothing characteristics; and 4) are easy to implement both in hardware and in software. The multilayer networks built with such neurons are still universal approximators and usually have a smaller structural complexity, maintaining good generalization capabilities.
The paper investigates the representation properties of spline-based neurons, and analyzes the advantages of this approach in some applications, both in pattern recognition and data processing domains. In particular, we show that among the available spline curves, the cubic Catmull-Rom (CR) spline [19] , [20] is suitable for implementing an adaptive activation function with some interesting features, due to its local interpolation and regularization characteristics.
In Section II, the new ASNN using cubic splines is presented. In Section III, a backpropagation learning algorithm is derived. Finally, in Section IV, several experimental results, both on pattern recognition and data processing problems are reported, in order to show the performance of the proposed model.
II. THE ADAPTIVE SPLINE NEURAL NETWORKS
A. Basic Architectural Considerations
The problem addressed in this section is to find a nonlinear adaptive function (or a curve), suitable for implementing an activation function, that: 1) satisfies the boundedness constraint defined for activation functions [6] - [12] : 2) is able to retain the MLP universal approximation property; 3) is flexible enough to modify its shape by adapting a small number of parameters.
Most of the functions currently used lack such a flexibility. If an adaptive polynomial is used, a modification of a single parameter can lead to a change in the whole shape. The other adaptive functions proposed in the literature, which satisfy the universal approximation requirements (as a sigmoid with a adaptable slope or/and gain [4] , [5] ), are such that a slight modification in a single point can influence the overall shape of the function. This global adaptation can sometimes bring oscillatory behavior, thus cancelling the previously learned information: the stability of the learning process is deemed to be compromised.
A LUT-based activation function can overcome this problem, localizing the adaptation process so that the shape of the nonlinear mapping changes locally after each adaptation step. In fact, each step now affects only a small set of contiguous values in the LUT, preserving most of the adaptation performed in the previous learning. Only after a certain number of these steps, will the shape of the activation function reflect the information represented by the data set.
The LUT values can therefore be seen as the curve sample points to be adapted. As previously stated, the direct use of a LUT activation function can lead to a huge number of free parameters also in small networks. In order to reduce this number, in [17] the authors limit the dimension of the LUT and use a suitable interpolation scheme.
The choice of an interpolation scheme is not an obvious one, in spite of the fact that even piecewise linear activation functions retain the universal approximation property [11] . In fact, a wrong choice of the interpolation scheme can lead to problems in the development of the learning algorithm: in [17] , it was found that a zero-order interpolation (like a sample-andhold system) suffers from numerical instability, because the derivative, evaluated as the difference of sequential values, is not a continuous approximation.
A good interpolation scheme should guarantee a continuous first derivative, as well as the capability to locally adapt the curve: such properties are exhibited by the so-called piecewise polynomial spline interpolation schemes [18] , that we use in this paper.
Let a LUT be defined as a point array, , where each point is represented by the and coordinates , where is the transpose operator. The LUT points are also constrained to be such that to avoid loops (reverse ordering of abscissas) or multiple output values for a single abscissa (overlapping abscissas). This constraint is necessary, since it avoids representing noninjective functions.
A planar spline curve is a two-dimensional vector, whose components are piecewise polynomial univariate functions of the same degree: its mathematical formulation ensures both its continuity and the existence of its derivatives, along the curve and in correspondence to the joining points between the various curve spans. Given a LUT as defined above, a general spline expression for that curve would be (1) where is the concatenation operator and of th curve span (or patch). The indices of the operator in (1) are valid only for cubic polynomials: the choice of using cubic polynomials was made because of the tradeoff between the requested properties and the computational complexity.
The parameter has the property of being local and its domain is for every curve span. Hence, there must be a unique mapping that allows us to calculate the local parameter , as well as the proper curve span , from the abscissa global parameter. In this way, we can represent any point lying on the spline curve as a point belonging to the single curve span. It follows (see [19] ) that the th curve span can be described as follows: (2) where are the spline polynomials. As in (1), each coordinate is described by a univariate function, namely a cubic polynomial of the variable .
B. The GS Neuron
Let be the linear combiner output of a neuron, usually called "activation;" we have to make the dependence between and explicit. There is a direct link between s and one of the two components (a cubic polynomial function), namely (3) Equation (3) plays a key role in finding a suitable activation function architecture, as it is the main bottleneck of the overall structure: in fact, it is the only link between the linear combiner output and nonlinear neuron output , which is given in term of the value (which represents the LUT index) and the value (which represents the offset of the th curve span). Let be the neuron output, we have to introduce a two-step procedure to calculate of a single neuron, given the output of the linear combiner:
• calculate and from by inverting (3);
• substitute these values of and in . Equation (2) resolves the link between the curve and the sample points which are called control points in the literature, as they control the shape of the curve. The cubic polynomial functions , called spline basis functions or blending functions, characterize the way the curve moves along the path made up by the control points. The curve can interpolate or just approximate its control points, depending on which blending function set we rely on (see for example [19] ).
In our case, we prefer an interpolation scheme, due to its local characteristics, which avoids the oscillatory behavior of the global adaptation of the approximation scheme. Actually, there are few splines that interpolate their control points; one that also has a very low computational overhead is the socalled CR cubic spline basis [20] , which is described by the following polynomials [with reference to (2)]:
A quick inspection of (4) shows that all the multiplications, except for the powers of the parameter , are by integer coefficients and that they should be easily implemented in hardware (just one or two shifts or sum-and-shift operations). This characteristics of the CR spline is important, as it simplifies the structure of the nonlinear block. A common expression of (2) , is the following matricial notation: which explicits the actual array structure of a curve span: a parameter vector, a basis matrix and a control point vector, combined using row by column multiplications. Fig. 1 shows the graphical representation of the single CR th curve span.
Deriving (5) with respect to , it holds that (6) where for we have and for we have . This means that the curve tangency lines, at the points and , are parallel to the straight lines passing through the points and and through the points and , respectively (see Fig. 1 ). The continuity of the derivative is also useful for the definition of gradient-based learning algorithms.
The general result of (5) can be expressed as a pair of cubic polynomials (where , , and are appropriate constants) (7) Fig. 2 shows the polynomials and used for implementing the activation function . In (3), the inversion of the first polynomial in (7) would be needed to get the parameters and , which is in turn necessary to generate the neuron's output. We could exploit the formulas for the solution of third-order equations (algebraically or iteratively), but a serious overhead in the calculations would be introduced. Moreover, this approach gives no valid answer to the ordering problem that affects the abscissa control points.
There is, however, a regularization property common to most of the polynomial spline basis set (CR included) called variation diminishing property, which ensures the absence of unwanted oscillations of the curve between two consecutive control points, as well as the exact representation of linear segments. This second statement is particularly important, as it suggests a simple possible solution to the inversion problem (3): if we uniformly sample the abscissas along the -axis, then the cubic polynomial becomes a first degree polynomial. This approach ensures both a fast computation of the local parameters and , and the monotone ordering of the abscissas, in the case when they are kept fixed.
In this case, let us consider a fixed sample step : after substituting the proper values of the abscissa control points in (5), the function has the following form:
The solution to this equation is a linear mapping (9) in which all the parameters are known. Expression (9) is very fast to compute, and it leads to a negligible computational overhead. Moreover, it is not necessary to store the table, as these values can now be determined algorithmically (more on this later).
The (7) can now be written as (10) Operating the inversion , the output can be computed as a cubic polynomial which expresses a direct relation between the input and the output of the CR-based nonlinear block (11) The geometric tangent continuity of the CR curve demonstrated above is clearly valid here, but we are now dealing with polynomial function spans, and not curve spans: this leads us to the conclusion that the continuity of the first derivative of the single function span (11) is preserved along the complete function.
The expression (11) , although simple to understand, cannot be efficiently calculated in this form: it is for the sake of computational efficiency that we will use (5) for the actual computation of . The result found in (9) is then employed to improve the efficiency of the complete structure. Therefore, we constrain the control point abscissas to be equidistant and, most important, not adaptable. Moreover, always for the sake of efficiency, another constraint is imposed on the control points, forcing the sampling interval to be centred on the -axis origin. It is then possible to represent the abscissa of each point of the activation function using two parameters (the span index and the local parameter ), without storing the control points abscissas . All we need to know is how many control points the curve has, and the sampling step . An additional and important constraint is to force the activation function to be a limiting function, i.e., to be constant for , while maintaining the ability to modify its shape inside these constant values. A practical implementation of this class of functions starts with the logistic functions (12) where , , and are suitable constant parameters (for example, , , and represents the standard unsigned sigmoid, while , and represents the signed, or bipolar, sigmoid). Performing a uniform sampling of with control points in an interval centred on the -axis origin and then fixing the first two and the last two control point abscissas, constant output values are obtained outside the sampling interval, while the activation function can be freely shaped between and (see Fig. 3 ), starting from the sigmoidal shape as an initial condition.
III. GRADIENT-BASED LEARNING FOR ASNN
As an extension of the formalism used by Widrow and Lehr [3] for a multilayer neural network with layer and neurons per layer, let us define the following quantities:
Output of the th neuron in the th layer ( are the network inputs and ); Weight of the th neuron in the th layer with respect to the th neuron in the previous layer ( are the bias terms); Net output (i.e., the linear combiner output) of the th neuron in the th layer; Number of control points for each neuron in the network; Sampling step along the -axis for each activation function; Curve span index of the activation function for the th neuron in the th layer ; Local parameter for the th curve span of the th neuron in the th layer ; Ordinate of the th control point of the th neuron (previously denoted as ; the index does not appear since we assumed -index implicitly) in the th layer . The control point abscissas do not appear since we assume the -axes are uniformly sampled; th spline patch of the activation function for the th neuron in the th layer; th CR polynomial (blending function) for the th neuron in the th layer .
A. Forward Computation
The result obtained in (9) can now be expressed by the following set of equations, that are intended to be evaluated in strict order (13) where is the floor operator, and is an internal dummy variable. As an implementation note, the second term in the second equation is needed to force to be always nonnegative. The last three equations solve the inversion problem: they are cheap in terms of computational demand, and provide the two parameters needed to calculate the output. This operation is performed as in (5) , that now becomes (14) We call the two blocks expressed by (13) and (14) GS1 and GS2, respectively (see Fig. 4) .
B. Backward Computation (Learning Phase)
When an iterative learning algorithm is employed, it can be noted that at each iteration all the weights are changed, whereas for each neuron, only the four control points of the involved curve span are updated. This is a consequence of locality of the spline interpolation scheme.
Let be the iteration index, the desired output, and the instantaneous squared output error, related to the th learning pattern; the weights and control points are adapted following the anti-gradient of the error surface as follows : (15) (16) where the parameters and represent the learning rates for the weights and for the control points, respectively.
For each layer, following the backpropagation approach, we compute the expression (17) where the 's take the values (18) so that using the chain rule yields (19) Since the extremal control points , , , are a priori fixed, the following constant values of the derivatives are used for them: (20) For the other control points we must compute the following derivatives: (21) for (22) Considering the weights as the offset values, the (15), (16) can be finally rewritten as (23) (24) This algorithm reduces to the standard backpropagation rule [2] when the control points are not adapted (for example by setting the learning rate to zero).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ASNN has been tested in several nontoy problems, see, e.g., [21] and [25] . Here we report the results for three common problems usually used in the literature to evaluate NN performance. The first experiment refers to a pattern recognition problem, whereas the second and the third concern data processing problems: chaotic time-series prediction and system identification.
The learning parameters used in all the experiments were chosen in order to optimize the network's performance. However, their setting is not critical; for example, very similar performances were obtained with several values, in the range from 0.5 to 1.0. In all the experiments, the initial weight values were randomly chosen, while the initial spline control points were obtained by sampling a standard sigmoid.
A. Pattern Recognition Experiment
The first experiment is a standard character recognition problem. The training set consists in 64 PC-CGA characters (ASCII codes from 33 to 96) as inputs (7 8 pixel matrix), and the related 7-bit ASCII code as target.
To evaluate the learning and generalization performance of the proposed architecture, several comparisons with standard-MLP were carried out. The runs consist in training different sized ASNN's and standard-MLP's with (about) the same numbers of adaptable parameters.
The ASNN's are denoted as S56_ _7, while standard MLP's are denoted as N56_ _7, where represent the number of neurons in the hidden layer. In our case, in order to have a close number of adaptable parameters for both network families, the parameters and belong to the following sets of values:
and . As an example, the network S56_46_7 is an ASNN containing 46 neurons in the hidden layer (3163 adaptable parameters), while the network N56_50_7, that is, the closer in terms of number of free parameters, is a MLP with 50 neurons in the hidden layer (3207 adaptable parameters).
The networks are trained using 10 000 epochs of 64 characters each. During the learning phase the input patterns are corrupted by inverting randomly 2% of the pixels (this class of noise is usually called salt and pepper noise). The percentage of salt and pepper noise is evaluated considering the entire epoch, such that the number of inverted pixels in each character can be different for each training step.
As values of inside a large range (from 0.5 to 2.0) yield very close generalization performances, all training epochs are carried out using . The weight learning rate is , both for standard MLP and ASNN; the same value is used for the spline control point learning rate . The parameters and were set, on the basis of previous experience with similar problems, to values ensuring high convergence speed and low asymptotic error. Fig. 5 shows the plot of the average MSE (denoted as ) evaluated in dB as MSE , where is the number of training patterns ( for this experiment), during the learning phase for the networks N56_40_7, containing 2567 free parameters, and the corresponding S56_37_7, with 2551 adaptable parameters. Note the good performance of the ASNN over its MLP counterpart. In order to evaluate the generalization performance of the ASNN's, a simple test was also carried out. The test evaluates the and the percentage of correct character classification (hit-rate) for different realizations and percentage of salt and pepper noise. In particular, the networks trained with 2% of flipped pixels are tested with 3% and 5% of salt and pepper noise.
Each experiment was repeated three times using different weights initialization in order to obtain some statistical evidence. The results are reported in terms of both standard deviation and mean of the MSE value ( [dB]). Table I reports the result of this test.
B. Data Processing Experiments: Mackey-Glass Time Series Prediction
The first data processing experiment consists in a classical problem of prediction of a time-series, generated by the Mackey-Glass (MG) equation (25) where values of the parameters are , , and . The time-series which originates from these parameters is quasiperiodic and chaotic, characterized by a 2.1 fractal dimension attractor [22] .
Four time-series points are considered as NN's input, while the one-dimension network desired output is the sample . The learning phase consists of 200 epochs, where each epoch is composed of 4000 samples. The learning rate is for each network considered in the experiments, equal for both weights and activation function control points. The runs compare standard MLP and ASNN networks, with the same number of adaptable parameters.
In the first trial five ASNN's and five standard MLP's are trained, the former with three hidden neurons and the latter with five hidden neurons. The networks have four inputs and a simple linear-combiner as output and are denoted as S4_3_1 and N4_5_1, respectively, both with 30 adaptable parameters.
For all the ASNN's the number of control points is fixed and . The initial activation functions for the ASNN's are standard sigmoids between zero and two. The activation functions of the MLP's are unipolar sigmoids between zero and two [ and in (12) ]. Fig. 6 shows a comparison among the learning curves of the two network families. Fig. 7 shows the learning curves for the same experiment using two different sets of networks: S4_6_1 and N4_10_1 both with 60 adaptable parameters. Again, note the performance of the proposed neural networks. Fig. 8 shows typical plots of the spline activation functions at the end of the learning phase.
In order to evaluate the generalization performance of the two network families, a simple prediction test was carried out. After the first prediction of the future time-series sample at time denoted as (estimated value), we used this sample to feed the network's input delay line, in order to recursively predict the future samples following the scheme: For that purpose we iteratively predicted until we reached after 15 of such iterations. Table II reports error averaged over five previously trained networks, for the prediction of the future time-series samples at time , , and .
C. Data Processing Experiment: System Identification
In the system identification test, each spline activation function has 28 control points initially sampled from a standard sigmoid [ , , and in (12)], with . The first set of experiments consists in identifying the nonlinear system with memory presented by Narendra in [23] , described by the following state-space relationship:
(26) where and are the input and output signals at time , respectively. To provide the networks with the external memory necessary to identify the system, buffered ASNN's with five inputs are used: three network inputs are past system inputs, while the other two network inputs are the past system outputs. The activation function of the output neuron is linear.
A sequence of 1000 points of Gaussian random noise with zero mean and unit variance is generated as . This sequence and the corresponding output sequence constitute the training set for the various neural networks. Two sets of five networks are used, denoted as N5_ _1 (MLP) and S5_ _1 (ASNN) where again is the number of the hidden neurons . The learning rate is for all the networks. Moreover, for all the ASNN's, the activation function adaptation parameter is . The learning phase consists in 2000 epochs, each epoch being composed of 1000 samples. Fig. 9 shows the MSE for two sets of networks with about the same numbers of adaptable parameters: S5_5_1 and N5_9_1 with 55 and 63 parameters, respectively. Moreover, in order to test the generalization capabilities, a forward phase is performed using a difficult input signal: a Hanning windowed sweep signal composed of 500 samples (see Fig. 10 ). The 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a new neural network model based on an adaptive spline activation function, and its gradient-based learning algorithm. The main properties of this new architecture are: 1) universal approximation characteristics; 2) easy software and/or hardware implementation; 3) low-cost adaptation with constant computational complexity (only four control points for each neuron); 4) improvement on both the network structural complexity and the performance in terms of generalization capabilities.
Moreover, due to the locality of the chosen spline interpolation scheme, during the learning phase only four control points are adapted. As a consequence, the parameters modified at each iteration are only a subset of all the free parameters of the network.
It follows that new input data does not modify the whole shape of the neuron's output, but only a well-defined portion. This local character of the proposed adaptation scheme can be viewed as an application of the principle of minimal disturbance.
The experimental results on pattern recognition and data processing problems show that this model is very effective in terms of learning capabilities, while retaining a low level of complexity. /* FORWARD COMPUTATION */ float C [4] ; /* CR polynomials storage */ float u, u2, u3; /* u, uˆ2, uˆ3 */ float tmp1,tmp2; /* temporary result */ u2 = u u; u3 = u2 u; tmp1 = u2 -u; tmp2 = u3 -u2; 
APPENDIX IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Given a CR spline-based activation function, the most important optimization was achieved by using equally spaced control point abscissas, leading to a fast computation of the span index and of the offset variable (see GS1 block). However, this block can be further optimized, choosing the sampling step as a power of two ( with signed integer) and the number of control points odd ( even). In fact, these constraints transform the two multiplications in the second of (13) into two shifts, namely (A1) where is the shift operator.
The GS2 block can also be further optimized. Referring to (5), we see that the neuron output is calculated through a sum of weighted control point ordinates, the weights being the CR cubic polynomials (4). Unfortunately, this calculation step has to be executed four times for each neuron in the network during the forward phase, as well as four more times (the CR cubic derivatives) in the backward phase. However, noting that all the polynomial coefficients of the CR cubic spline are powers of two or sums of two powers of two, most of the computations can be done efficiently only with sums and shifts, and also through the reuse of past calculations. The following two C code fragments show how to efficiently implement the forward and backward computations, respectively (the fact that the sum of the basis functions is identically equal to one was exploited in the code); as shown at the top of the previous page. A comparison of the proposed algorithm with the well-known Horner's rule, in terms of performed operations per single GS2 block in both forward and backward calculations, shows a complexity reduction of about 30% in terms of number of operations, with a tenfold reduction of the multiply operations (from 20 to 2), substituted by simpler sums and shifts.
The reduction of multiplications can also be considered in hardware. Fig. 11 reports the signal flow-graph of a parallel implementation of the GS2 output computation. The operations are ordered in time slices (from left to right), which are represented as columns of cells. Note the good performance of the structure both in terms of parallelism and time slices. Although a rather large amount of chip area is required for a single GS2 activation function, the reduction in structural complexity that ASNN's can attain must be taken into account: in fact, the complex linear combiner stages are now greatly reduced, both in length and in number, due to the reduction of the number of neurons per layer.
